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Highly nonlinear, sign-varying shift of hydrogen spectral lines in dense plasmas

A. Escarguel,1 E. Oks,2 J. Richou,1 and D. Volodko2
1Laboratoire d’Optique Applique´e, Universite´ de Toulon, BP 132, 83957 La Garde Cedex, France

2Physics Department, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama 36849-5311
~Received 25 October 1999!

Hydrogen Ha shift is measured in a plasma characterized by a noticeable coupling due to a high electron
density (Ne>231018 cm23) and a relatively low temperature (T58900 K). The plasma is produced by a
single laser breakdown in an underwater medium, creating a stable and radially homogeneous plasma. The
results cannot be explained by the known contributions to the shift, which predict shifts by a factor of 2 greater
than the experimental shifts. A contribution called dipole ionic-electronic shift~DIES! is introduced. The data
presented in this work constitute the experimental discovery of this phenomenon. Indeed, the total theoretical
shifts obtained taking into account the DIES are in excellent agreement with our experimental values.

PACS number~s!: 52.70.Kz, 32.70.Jz, 52.25.Rv
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I. INTRODUCTION

A study of optical properties of plasmas characterized
a noticeable coupling usually encounters experimental d
culties because it needs stable and homogeneous plasm
a high electron densityNe and a relatively low temperatur
T. Underwater laser plasmas correspond to such condit
~Ne.1018cm23; T<104 K) and a complete description o
their physical parameters has been done recently by el
rated spectroscopic methods@1#.

In the present paper, the shift of the hydrogen Ha emis-
sion line is studied as a function of electron density fo
fixed temperature in underwater laser plasmas. To
knowledge, this is the first experimental study of Ha shift in
such conditions. The electron densityNe and the temperature
T are independently measured by using Ca and K emis
lines obtained from chloride salts added to the water sam

The experimental results cannot be explained by
known contributions to the shift@2–4# which predict shifts
by a factor of 2 greater than the experimental shifts. W
introduce here a theoretical contribution called a dip
ionic-electronic shift~DIES!. Its main feature is a highly
nonlinear, sign-varying dependence onNe .

We also allow for another strong coupling phenomen
called an acceleration of~perturbing! electrons by the ion
field ~AEIF!. The paper@5#, where the AEIF was introduced
focused on how the AEIF reduces the width of spectral lin
In the present paper, we extend the effect of the AEIF to
shift of spectral lines.

We show that after taking into account the DIES and
AEIF, the total theoretical shifts become in excellent agr
ment with our experimental shifts.

II. EXPERIMENT

A Nd:YAG laser ^^L&& of 10 ns duration and an energ
ranging from 36 mJ to 60 mJ is focused into the liquid by
50 mm focal length fused silica lenŝ̂F&& ~Fig. 1!. The
quartz cell^^C&& contains the water sample and prevents a
external pollution. The fresh solutions of KCl and CaCl2 ana-
lytes are prepared from chlorine salts. The K and Ca conc
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~2!/2667~5!/$15.00
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trations obtained after dissolution are 187mg/ml and 276
mg/ml.

The spark light is observed at the right angle, perpendi
lar to the path of the laser pulses, through an achrom
cemented doublet^^Do&& and an optical fiber̂̂ OF&& up to the
spectroscopic device. It is composed of a Chromex 500
spectrometer̂ ^S&& and a 1024 photodiode array detect
^^De&& with 700 channels intensified. They are monitor
with an optical multichannel analyzer OMA2000 and a p
sonal computer.

The dispersion of the detection system is 0.8 Å/channe
that most of the Ha profile is observed. The photodiode arra
is carefully calibrated in wavelengths units with neon, xen
krypton, and argon low pressure emission lamps. The sp
tral emission of a tungsten lamp is used to take into acco
of the relative sensitivities of the detector channels. The
strumental function of the detection device is obtained fr
the ArI ~763.51 nm! line observed in argon low pressur
lamp spectra. This line is sufficiently narrow so that it can
considered as thed function for our spectroscopic system.

III. THEORY

There are several sources of the center of gravity s
~CGS! of hydrogen or hydrogenlike spectral lines in plasm
~only these lines are considered below!. The primary source
of the CGS is a pure electronic shift~ES! @2#. A pure ionic
CGS is zero@4#. However, ionic contributions to the CG
can arise due to a coupling with electrons.

One of suchcoupledcontributions to the CGS originate
from the simultaneous allowance for both the ion-quadrup
corrections to the intensities and the electron impact shift
individual Stark components. This shift, which we call he
the quadrupole ionic electronic shift~QIES! was presented in
@4#. The electron impact shifts entering the QIES were c
culated in @4# using the standard theories~ST!—the semi-
classical approaches@6,7# where the entire dynamic interac
tion of the electron microfield with the radiator was treat
perturbatively and without the recognition of its strong co
pling with the ion microfield. Therefore, the QIES consists
the product of two factors, originated from the ion quadr
pole corrections and from the electron impact shifts, resp
2667 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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tively, but the latter~electronic! factor is calculated withou
the allowance for its strong coupling with the ion microfiel

In the present paper, while treating the CGS, we go
yond the ST and employ two majorstrong coupling phenom
ena, which become more and more effective with the
crease of the plasma density and/or with the decrease o
plasma temperature. The first phenomenon is adirect cou-
pling of the electron and ion microfields, manifested by t
acceleration of~perturbing! electrons by the ion field~AEIF!.
The paper@5#, where the AEIF was introduced, focused
how the AEIF reduces the width of spectral lines. In t
present paper, we extend the effect of the AEIF to the shif
spectral lines. In the next section, it will be demonstrated t
for our experimental conditions,the AEIF significantly re-
duces both the ES and the QIES.

The second phenomenon is anindirect coupling of the
electron and ion microfields, where the radiator acts as
intermediary. The strong indirect coupling was first intr
duced in paper@8#, where the generalized theory~GT! of
Stark broadening was presented~the latest, advanced versio
of the GT can be found in@9#!. Both paper@8# and paper@9#
focused primarily on how this strong indirect coupling mod
fies the width of spectral lines. Below we show that th
strong indirect coupling contributes also to the CGS of sp
tral lines. Since this new contribution to the CGS resu
from a ‘‘cross fertilization’’ between the ion-dipole interac-
tion with the radiator and the electron impact shifts of in
vidual Stark components, we call it the dipole ionic ele
tronic shift ~DIES!.

The physics behind the AEIF and the corresponding f
malism were already presented in@5#. Therefore, our main
focus here is the presentation of the DIES.

Let us consider a Stark component resulting from the
diative transition between an upper Stark statea
5(na ,qa ,ma) and a lower Stark stateb5(nb ,qb ,mb).
Here qa5n1a2n2a and qb5n1b2n2b , where (n1a ,n2a)
and (n1b ,n2b) are the corresponding parabolic quantu
numbers. The electron impact shifts of this component in the
ST ~see, e.g.,@4#! can be represented in the form

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. L5 laser; F5focusing lens;P
5plasma; C5cell; Do5imaging doublet; OF5optical fiber; S
5spectrometer; De5intensified detector;T5electrical trigger;P
5pulser; OMA20005optical multichannel analyzer; PC5personal
computer.
-
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s~qa ,qb!5@na
2qaba2nb

2qbbb# f ~Ne ,Te!,

f ~Ne ,Te!5~3p\Ne /me
2!@2me /~pTe!#

1/2, ~1!

bg5Im E
0

`

dZ Cg~Z!/Z, g5a,b.

Here Cg(Z) is a so-called broadening function andZ is a
scaled impact parameter of the perturbing electron@6,7#. In
the ST, the shift functionbg is independent of quantum num
bers and is a constant equal top/2 @7#.

As in paper@4#, we consider a pair of lateral Stark com
ponents corresponding to radiative transitions (na ,qa)
→(nb ,qb) and (na ,2qa)→(nb ,2qb). Obviously, in the
ST, s(2qa ,2qb)52s(qa ,qb). Since in the dipole ap-
proximation with respect to the ion microfield, these tw
Stark components have equal intensities, then in the ST,
CGS of this pair is@s(qa ,qb)1s(2qa ,2qb)#/250. The
summation of the CGS over all such pairs of lateral St
components of the spectral line still yields zero. An allo
ance for central~unshifted! Stark components characterize
by qa5qb50 does not change the result since for the
s(0,0)50.

However, in the GT, the broadening functionCg , and
consequently the shift functionbg , depend on quantum
numbers through dimensionless parametersxg andYg enter-
ing Cg in the GT:

xg5k/ng , k5~naqa2nbqb!;
~2!

Yg5@3ng\/~2mev !#2F/e, g5a,b.

Herev is the velocity of the perturbing electron andF is the
strength of the ion microfield. We emphasize that in the G
the shift functionbg depends both on even andodd powers
of xg . Therefore, in the GT, the CGS of the same pair
Stark components differs from zero:@s(qa ,qb)1s(2qa ,
2qb)#/2Þ0. Consequently, the CGS of the entire spect
line can be expressed as

dDIES5H (
k.0

gkf ~Ne ,Te!@na
2qabD~xa ,Ya!

2nb
2qbbD~xb ,Yb!#J Y (

all k
gk , ~3!

bD~xg ,Yg!5@b~xg ,Yg!2b~2xg ,Yg!#/2, g5a,b,

wheregk are intensities of the Stark components. Physica
this shift, DIES, originates from the fact that in the GT, th
perturbing electron scatters differently on the atomic St
states characterized by the same absolute value but the
posite signs of the averaged dipole moment. We empha
that, in the ST, there was no such difference in the elect
scattering.

A more explicit formula for the functionb(xg ,Yg) that
controls the DIES can be obtained as follows. First, we en
the expression forC(xg ,Yg ,Z) given by Eq.~30! of @6# into
the second line of Eq.~1!. Second, we substitute variableZ
by variable«(Z) given by Eq.~31! of @6# and integrate over
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«, the integration being possible analytically. Third, we su
stitute variablesx1 , x2 from Eq. ~30! of @6# by variables
w15tan21 x1, w25tan21 x2. Finally, we substitute variable
w1 , w2 by variablesy5(w12w2)/2, z5(w11w2)/2 and ar-
rive at

b~x,Y!5~3p/16!E
0

p/2

dyE
y2p/2

p/22y

dz

3$~cos 2y1cos 2z!J1~u!/u

12~cos 2y23 cos 2z!@J2~u!/u222J3~u!/u3#

12@~x cosz2siny!2/~x222x siny cosz

1sin2 y!#@J3~u!/u22J4~u!/u2#%, ~4!

u~x,Y!5Y@4~sin 2y!/~cos 2y1cos 2z!#

3~x222x siny cosz1sin2 y!1/2. ~5!

HereJj (u) are the Bessel functions (j 51,2,3,4); suffixg at
x andY is omitted for brevity. Again, it is clearly seen from
Eqs. ~4! and ~5! that bD(xg ,Yg)5@b(xg ,Yg)
2b(2xg ,Yg)#/2Þ0.

FIG. 2. Function bD(x,Y), controlling the dipole ionic-
electronic shift ~DIES!, versus dimensionless parameterY
5@3n\/(2mev)#2F/e for a typical Stark component characterize
by x51 @parameterx is defined in Eq.~2!#.
-

Further, we studied analytically the asymptotics of t
function bD(x,Y). For the case ofY!min(1,1/x) we ob-
tained

bD~x,Y!'2$pxY/@8~x211!1/2#% ln$1/@64Y~x211!1/2#%.
~6!

Equation~6! shows two features of the DIES:~1! at rela-
tively small ion fields F ~and consequently, at relativel
small values ofY!, the DIES isred; ~2! as the ion fieldF
increases, the DIES reaches an extremum, then dimini
by the absolute value, and then becomesblue. The fact that
for relatively largeF the DIES is blue can be also seen fro
another asymptotics we obtained. Namely, for the case
1/x!Y!1, we found that

bD~x,Y!'1/~90x3Y2!. ~7!

Our numerical calculations of the functionbD(x,Y) con-
firmed thishighly nonlinear, sign-varyingbehavior of DIES.
Figure 2 shows the functionbD(x,Y) versusY for x51. It is
seen that at relatively smallY, the functionbD(1,Y) is nega-
tive ~the shift is red!, but at relatively largeY it becomes
positive~the shift is blue!, and thatthe primary extremumof
this function is on the positive~blue! side. We emphasize
that Y}F/v2}Ne

2/3/Te . Therefore, dense plasmas of a mo
erate temperature should be the most favorable for the ob
vation of the DIES, where it is expected to be blue. AsTe
increases and/orNe decreases, the DIES should become r
and its absolute value should become relatively small.

IV. FINAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Spectra of K and Ca emission lines are unfolded from
instrumental function by a reconvolution method@10,11#.
The doublet lines KI ~766.49 nm, 769.90 nm!, CaII ~393.37
nm, 396.85 nm! are corrected on reabsorption by a theore
cal method described in detail in@1#. The method is based o
finding the optical depthst10,t20 at the center of the double
components from the ratioI 10/I 20 of the observed centra
intensities using the fact thatt10/t2052. For our diagnostic
lines, the central optical depths are found to be 0.8 forI
~766.49 nm! and 0.5 for CaII ~393.37 nm!. This method is
applicable to doublet lines in a homogeneous medium.
our experimental conditions, the drops ofNe andT from the
es.

s.
TABLE I. Experimental and theoretical Ha shifts Dl as a function of electron densityNe in underwater
laser plasma. The temperatureT is equal to 8900 K for the whole set of electron density valu
Expt5experimental shift; ES5electronic shift; QIES5quadrupole ionic-electronic shift; AEIF5acceleration
of electrons by the ion field; DIES5dipole ionic-electronic shift; tot5total shift. Positive values are red shift

Ne

(1018 cm23)
Dlexpt

~Å!
DlES1QIES

~Å!
DlES1QIES1AEIF

~Å!
DlDIES

~Å!
Dl tot

~Å!

2.0 7.161.4 12.4 8.9 21.7 7.2
2.1 7.461.5 13.0 9.3 21.8 7.5
2.3 7.761.5 14.2 10.0 22.1 7.9
2.4 8.161.6 14.9 10.4 22.2 8.2
2.5 8.261.6 15.5 10.8 22.3 8.5
2.8 9.461.8 17.5 12.0 22.7 9.3
3.0 9.561.9 18.7 12.7 23.0 9.7
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center to the edge are only 7% and 10%, respectively. Th
fore, the method is applicable.

The predominant broadening mechanism for emiss
lines in underwater plasmas is the Stark broadening. Du
the high electron density and the relatively low temperatu
the Doppler broadening is negligible. The electron dens
Ne is deduced from the Stark width of the deconvoluted~and
corrected for the reabsorption! line K I ~766.49 nm! using the
Stark broadening parameters from@12#, which are in excel-
lent agreement with the experimental Stark broadening
rameters for this line@15#. The values ofNe for different
shots are found to be in the range of (2 – 3)31018cm23.

We emphasize that measurements of the Ha widths in the
same underwater laser plasma were published by some
previously@1#. The experimental Ha widths turned out to be
noticeably smaller than predicted by the ST@6#. Only the
allowance for the AEIF~in frames of an advanced genera
ized theory for the electron and ion-dynamical broadeni!
brought the theoretical Ha widths in agreement with the ex
perimental ones as shown in@5#. In distinction, the widths of
the line KI ~766.49 nm! are practically unaffected by th
AEIF for the following reason. The AEIF is effective whe
the separationR of the perturbing ion from the radiator sa
isfies the inequality:W,R,D, where W is the electron
Weisskopf radius andD is the Debye radius. However, fo
the line KI ~766.49 nm! under our experimental conditions
we haveW'D, so that the AEIF is practically disabled. W
note that the value ofW for the Ha line ~rigorously derived
from first principles in the generalized theory@8,9#! is more
than three times smaller than for this KI line, thus allowing
the AEIF to work for a part of the ion ensemble. So, t
experimental widths of both lines are consistent with ea
other and correspond to the densities deduced from them

The CaII ~393.37 nm! and CaI ~422.7 nm! lines are ob-

FIG. 3. Experimental and theoretical Ha red shiftsDl as a func-
tion of electron densityNe in underwater laser plasma. The tem
peratureT is equal to 8900 K for the whole set ofNe values. s:
Experimental;v: ES1QIES; ,: ES1QIES1AEIF; h: Total
(ES1QIES1AEIF1DIES).
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served at the same time in the emission spectra. The t
peratureT is obtained from their integrated intensities rati
employing the Saha formula at the known electron den
Ne . The value ofT is found to be 8900 K for the entire
above range of the electron densities.

We note that the optical thickness of the singlet line CI
~422.7 nm! was checked by measuring its integrated intens
I versus the concentrationC of Ca for 137mg/ml,C
,320mg/ml. In the optically thin case,I should be propor-
tional to C. We found by this method that the line was op
cally thin for C,300mg/ml.

The relative inaccuracy ofNe and T is about 15%. We
deduce from the experimentalNe and T values that local
thermodynamic equilibrium criterion@12# is fulfilled.

The influence of the instrumental function on Ha profiles
is negligible because the instrumental function width is o
less than 5% of the Ha width. The Ha shift is obtained by a
synthetic method which consists in minimizing the quadra
error between the experimental spectrum and a theore
one. The theoretical line profile for this procedure was ch
sen as a superposition of the Lorentzian~for the central Stark
components! and the generalized Holtsmarkian@13# ~for the
lateral Stark components! with statistical weights equal to
366/943 and 577/943, respectively. Here 366/943 and 5
943 are the corresponding statistical weights of the cen
and lateral Stark components of the Ha line. Then, a second
degree polynome is added to fit the underlying continuu
The Ha experimental shift precision is estimated to be 20

The comparison of the experimental and theoreticala
shifts is presented in Table 1 and Fig. 3. It is seen that
previously known contributions to the shift~ES plus QIES!
overestimate it by a factor of 2. By taking into account t
reducing factor due to the AEIF, the situation gets better,
a significant discrepancy still remains. Only the further
lowance for the DIES brings the total theoretical shift in
agreement with the experimental values.

Thus the present work seems to constitute the experim
tal discovery of avery unusualshift: the DIES. In distinction
to all previously known shifts, the DIES ishighly nonlinear
and sign varying. The most favorable conditions for obser
ing the DIES correspond to the plasmas of high densities
of relatively low temperatures, where the DIES is blue. It
the very range ofNe andT where we experimentally studie
the Ha shift; to our knowledge, this is the first study of th
shift of hydrogen spectral lines in such conditions.

Finally, we note that the DIES is more sensitive to t
temperature than to the density. We illustrate this by cons
ering paper@14#, where the experimental study of the Ha
shift was conducted atNe5(1 – 10)31018cm23, but at T
55.6– 10.4 eV, that is at temperatures significantly high
than in our experiment. For the conditions of@14#, the abso-
lute value of the DIES is several times smaller than for o
conditions and it does not contribute significantly to the to
shift. The discrepancies of up to 40% between the conv
tional theory and the measured shift, seen from Table II a
from Fig. 8 of @14#, result primarily from neglecting the
AEIF. The allowance for the AEIF would bring the theore
ical shifts in agreement with the values measured in@14#.
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